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Aims & Scope:

The aim of this theme is to show the recent advances and innovations in technology-enabled education at the university level in emerging nations and E-learning social networks. The submissions could demonstrate the leadership role of universities in reaching down to schools and reaching up to life-long learners, with the goal of bringing technology-enabled education and social networks to learners of all ages.

Description:

The theme committee invites researchers and practitioners to submit abstract/article for presentations relating to the following topics.

- New trends in e-learning
- E-learning social networks monitoring and analysis
- Mobile learning and application development
- Virtual universities and distance education
- Best practices of e-learning
- Intellectual property issues related to e-learning
- E-learning and community institutions
- Social networks and second generation applications of e-learning
- Development process for e-learning
- Instructional design for e-learning
- Emerging trends in the design of e-learning environments
- Teaching strategies for e-learning
- Virtual classrooms and laboratories
- Smart devices for e-learning and distance learning
- New technologies for learners with special needs
- Policies for e-learning
- Knowledge management in e-learning systems
- E-learning resource management
- Distance education universities and their management systems
- Quality assurance in e-learning and distance education
- Assessment issues in education and e-learning
- Infrastructure of e-learning systems and applications
- Effects of E-learning in education and Engineering
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Timeline:
1. Deadline for paper submission: 30th, July/2015
2. Completion for first-round: 20th, June/2015
3. Revision due: 20th, August/2015
4. Final decision notification: 1st, September/2015
5. Publication materials due: 20th, October/2015
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